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Talk given by man hosted by a start up business based in

Athens. 

Katherine Reilly grandly calls himself the ‘first transgender

educator’ in Greece and self-identified children’s author.

Although it seems he is of Greek ethnic origin, Reilly has chosen an Irish name to now live
under in his life as a ‘woman’. 

He wanted to educate us on what it was like ‘to be born different’ and of the ‘racism’ [sic] he
has experienced.
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First of all he wanted to address the thorny matter of JK Rowling’s recent essay, which he
promised to quote from, held a piece of paper up briefly to demonstrate the same, yet two
seconds later decided he wouldn’t, yet acted like he just had.

It got a lot weirder later.

Reilly told us confidently that the essay had said that JKR doesn’t support trans people and
was relieved that Daniel Radcliffe had stepped in.

Some of his students said they weren’t going to read the HP books anymore, but he told them
not as she is still a good writer.

This was his first statement as a fellow author in public since the crisis had happened, having
put off other media requests since Reilly is an author of children’s books also … 

… but unlike Rowling, his books have been self-published, probably at great expense.
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Can anyone guess what Friday’s mystery past might be?
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Reilly said that he has authored 18 books under ‘another name’ (I think these are English
language books for Greek students but he wouldn't give his former name) and that first and
foremost he was an English teacher and that his students support him.

‘I am a transgender woman, but above all, I am a woman’ but sadly not everyone perceives
him as female because they don’t like it when people select their gender.

Reilly works in a very loving caring environment, but was afraid of disappointing the parents
of students and in fear losing/finding jobs. 

Reilly said he was running a language school he helped establish when he decided to
transition, or at least this is one version he gave.

He always wanted to be an author and teacher, and achieved that as a man, but keeping his
true self secret made him physically unwell, including body pains and stomach aches, he was
also obese (explaining the former). He had an accident which caused a serious back injury.

After he lost weight, he came out as transgender.

The parents of his students were very shocked. Instead of becoming a silent business partner
at the language school he set up, he abandoned it altogether, with no compensation.

There was no time to say goodbye to his students.
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Transitioning is very difficult because it costs a lot of money and takes its toll physically. He
has still not changed his identification papers yet, as it is far too difficult and expensive.

Reilly wanted to make it very clear that he was straight woman. He wanted to go to bed as a
woman but sleep with a man. He did not want to sleep with men prior to his transition. He did
not want to sleep with a man, as a man.

So why had he called his lecture ‘X and Y’, he asked? 

Because intersex, he answered himself.

So many variations, he said, fiddling with his cardigan by drawing attention to his prosthetic
breasts for the umpteenth time.

He didn’t want to talk about his testosterone levels, he wanted to talk about what was in his
heart and what was in his head (more fiddly with cardigan).

Sometimes when he sits in cafes, minding his own business, writing his latest stories, people
will ask him why he is there.

Many transgender people were forced into being ‘street workers’.

Reilly told us that he had experienced ‘racism’ [sic] when looking for jobs (this is someone
with native level English speaking skills). The host did not question him on this second
curious use of this term.

Reilly reminded us that he had published 18 books on English lang. teaching under his
original name, but now he felt the publisher was ‘too scared to be linked to him’.

The publisher of his academic books had recently updated their logo with the LGBT flag and
Reilly was bitter.

Reilly is also a part-time model and wishes that he had more time to do it. 

There weren’t enough experts to help transgender people. Endocrinologists and psychiatrists
needed to collaborate.

When Reilly first started taking oestrogen, he was on six pills a day, which he likened to
‘having a period every day of the month’.



His hair immediately started growing and his nails started growing.

Students noticed the changes.

He left his job teaching 8/9 year old kids.

He loved teaching so much so he got a job teaching at a school based in a refugee camp. All
the kids loved him. He was made Vice Principal. He donated many books to the library and
established a syllabus. The job suddenly ended after two years. He did not explain why.
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He received 3 job offers. He is also an examiner for many colleges and was promoted to be a
co-ordinator - the first TG person in the world to achieve such a thing.

A publishing career came next, five fiction books, the children’s books were inspired by JK
Rowling’s HP series.

His novel ‘I can’t love you’ was inspired by his lifelong desire to adopt a kid, ideally a
refugee kid from Syria, and had actually wanted to adopt a student he was teaching.
Unfortunately he can’t adopt because it is against the law in Greece.

All his talk about how much the kids loved him and how much he loved the kids back creeped
me out from the get-go, so let’s look at ‘I Can’t Love You’. 

The book is about the relationship between a teacher called Nadia and a student called Sara.

Just like in his talk, there is a contradiction between the main protagonist (clearly Reilly)
being perceived as transgender …
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And the fantasy that Reilly/the teacher passes completely and is the object of desire amongst
the pupils.

I would put £100 quid on the character of Sara, turning out to be a trans girl, who has
achieved an amazing transition through the good fortune of having puberty blockers at a
young age.

Here Reilly talks about the book, in an interview clearly scripted by himself. 
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/zVMybvcDlkE

Anyway, back to the talk.

Reilly said that the students love him and send him personal messages every day. Parents also
supported him.

But as for his colleagues, 4 or 5 of them had made his life hell.

He decided to leave his post - everyone was very upset and begged him to stay.

Reilly was sad that although he passed 100% on looks, the moment he opened his mouth the
whole thing fell apart.

The issue which caused him most angst was dating. Men found him very attractive but it all
fell apart when he opened his mouth. 

The alternative version of this was that he was dating a man for a while and then the man
asked:

‘Why has such a beautiful woman not married

or had children yet?’

It was Reilly’s misfortune to have to inform the gentleman that he was in fact a TW. 

The man reacted badly in the restaurant, kicking the table over and swearing and shouting.
This was just one of many such scenarios that Reilly had found himself in.

Most men are only interested in one thing, Reilly reflected and was exasperated that they
never asked him whether he was 𝘢 𝘛𝘰𝘱 𝘰𝘳 𝘢 𝘉𝘰𝘵𝘵𝘰𝘮. 

Reilly had a slight coquettish ‘oops did I share too much’ look on his face, but didn’t stop
there
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and went on that he personally he was a - and believe me he didn’t get straight to the point -
Bottom. 

Most men wanted him to be a Top, which he wasn’t happy doing. 

Thereby leaving us in no doubt that his todger was still fully attached.

Reilly believed it was good to specify these preferences up front - which is why he 𝙖𝙡𝙬𝙖𝙮𝙨
tell them he is transgender first. 

What a headache.

He knew he was transgender aged 8. He spent his whole life feeling jealous of girls wearing
lipstick and high heels. 

The first time he ever dressed up like that he knew he was a woman. He looked horrible but it
didn’t stop him taking a walk around his neighbourhood.

It was the most beautiful moment of his life. His panic attacks resolved, his health got better
and he became more creative.

A Beard, clearly impressed by the Gworl, opined that we should never judge how someone
looks and thanked him for reminding us how difficult it was.

In response to Beard’s compliment, Reilly said that so much depends on education. He sees
many ‘trans girls’ changing at the age of 16 and that they have done so many things that he
hasn’t done, like having their cocks removed, which sadly he doesn’t have the money to pay
for.

Indeed Reilly knows an 18 year old ‘trans girl’ - the most beautiful girl - lots of boys flirt with
her, but no one wants to have sex with her.

The 18 year old wants to be a teacher and Reilly has told her - ‘you can do it, you’re
gorgeous’.



• • •
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The host asked, wouldn’t it just be an easier life for you to be a lesbian or gay?

Oh no, said Reilly, I’m not a racist! [sic] 

And repeated, as he had done so many times during the hour, that it didn’t fulfil him to be a
man who slept with a man.

Quite bizarre. So many red flags. 
#InPlainSight 
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